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The link between climate change and increased wildfire risk highlights the need for
adaptation in wildfire-prone landscapes. While extensive research has focused on
adaptation at the levels of communities, policies, and governance systems, there is
limited understanding of adaptation at the level of individual behavioral responses.
Individuals not only directly experience the adverse effects of wildfires but also
shape their own exposure to wildfire through risk mitigation practices. Without
knowledge of whether these behaviors are adaptive, decision makers are limited in
their ability to design and assess climate change adaptation policies that improve
outcomes in wildfire-prone regions. Likewise, greater understanding of the pro-
cesses by which behavioral adaptation occurs can improve theories of behavior
under risk, and specifically how psychological and social factors mediate the
effects of hazard conditions on behavior. This paper reviews scholarship on bio-
physical, psychological, and social factors that shape behavioral adaptation to cli-
mate change in wildfire-prone forests. Our review highlights opportunities to
improve theory and assist risk mitigation policy interventions by focusing greater
attention on dynamic feedbacks involving hazards, behavior, and outcomes, as well
as accounting for variation in behavior and wildfire hazard conditions.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Linkages between climate and wildfire have spurred research on how projected climate conditions may alter wildfire inten-
sity, frequency, and seasonality (Harris, Remenyi, Williamson, Bindoff, & Bowman, 2016; Marlon et al., 2009; Stavros,
McKenzie, & Larkin, 2014; Westerling et al., 2011). Although wildfire is a key ecological process that has historically
maintained forests in many ecosystems where people live (Bowman et al., 2011), the pace and magnitude of changing
wildfire regimes presents a significant challenge to societies (Millar & Stephenson, 2015). A core theme in research on
human dimensions of wildfire is the need for adaptation to accommodate or anticipate changing hazard conditions
(Fischer, Spies, et al., 2016; Spies et al., 2017). Adaptation may encompass adjustment of fire response policies,
approaches for management of fire-prone public lands as well as large scale private lands used for timber production, reg-
ulations for residential zoning and home construction, and practices for maintaining private properties in light of changing
wildfire hazard conditions (Calkin, Thompson, & Finney, 2015; McCaffrey, Stidham, Toman, & Shindler, 2011; Nielsen-
Pincus et al., 2010; North et al., 2015; Spittlehouse, 2005). These diverse veins of research reflect the multilevel adapta-
tion challenges presented by wildfire risk (Fischer, Spies, et al., 2016).
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In many ways, individual-level behavioral responses to wildfire risk are central to adaptation outcomes. Adverse impacts
from wildfires are incurred at the individual-level, by way of threats to safety and health, homes and other financial assets,
timber and other natural resources, and cultural values such as attachment to place (Brenkert-Smith, Dickinson, Champ, &
Flores, 2013; Fischer, Kline, Ager, Charnley, & Olsen, 2014; K. C. Nelson, Monroe, & Johnson, 2005; Paveglio, Carroll, &
Jakes, 2010). Additionally, individual behaviors can directly shape hazard conditions on residential lots as well as large private
forested properties (Fischer et al., 2014; Olsen, Kline, Ager, Olsen, & Short, 2017; Syphard, Brennan, & Keeley, 2014), which
in turn influence wildfire behavior and associated adverse impacts. Policies that aim to help residents and forest owners coex-
ist with wildfire can benefit from greater understanding of the drivers and outcomes of wildfire risk mitigation behavior
(Moritz et al., 2014), which can serve to both help identify adaptive behavioral responses that best fit local social and ecologi-
cal contexts as well as diagnose and overcome barriers to adaptation. Indeed, greater attention to the dynamics of individual-
level behavioral adaptation to changing wildfire conditions echoes calls for improving understanding of behavioral adaptation
to climate change impacts more generally (Clayton et al., 2015; Swim et al., 2009), which has received limited attention rela-
tive to adaptation at levels of communities, policies, and governance systems (Berrang-Ford, Ford, & Paterson, 2011).

This review draws upon diverse disciplinary perspectives to first identify the core components that shape behavioral adap-
tation to climate change, which is a dynamic process that features human-environment feedbacks. Correspondingly, core com-
ponents of behavioral adaptation include biophysical drivers of behavior, the mediating effects of affective, cognitive, and
social processes on behavioral responses, behavior, and the outcomes of behavior in light of ongoing environmental change.
For each component, we review the state of knowledge about specific sets of factors and processes relevant to the wildfire
context (e.g., for biophysical drivers, specific factors include changing wildfire frequency). Despite the lack of studies that
account for temporally dynamic feedbacks, or that undertake analysis of factors that span all core components of adaptation,
our review reveals substantial knowledge about relationships among subsets of factors (e.g., the relationship between personal
responsibility and propensity to undertake risk mitigation; W. E. Martin, Martin, & Kent, 2009), which provides a strong foun-
dation for comprehensive analysis of behavioral adaptation to climate change in wildfire-prone forests. To encourage such
efforts, we synthesize the core components of our review in a framework designed to facilitate analysis of behavioral adapta-
tion to changing wildfire hazard conditions as a dynamic process. We conclude by reflecting on current understanding of
behavioral adaptation in wildfire-prone systems while proposing an agenda for future research.

2 | KEY CONCEPTS AND COMPONENTS OF BEHAVIORAL ADAPTATION TO CLIMATE
CHANGE

The concept of adaptation has been used in different ways in reference to climate change (Birkmann, 2011; D. R. Nelson,
Adger, & Brown, 2007; Smit & Wandel, 2006). In evolutionary biology, the term refers to the process by which certain traits
become more prevalent because they improve the likelihood of survival and reproduction under new environmental conditions
(Dobzhansky, 1968). In the latter half of the twentieth century, anthropologists and geographers drew upon similarities
between biological and cultural evolution to better understand how behavioral traits (and other manifestations of culture) adapt
to changing conditions, which included not only the biophysical environment, but also economic forces and large-scale demo-
graphic change (Denevan, 1983; Head, 2009; Watts, 1983). In parallel, research on hazards conceptualized adaptation as one
potential response to environmental change, along with coping and recovering (Blaikie, Cannon, Davis, & Wisner, 2014; Bur-
ton, 1993; Hewitt, 1997). Work in this field has largely focused on adaptive capacity, and its determinants, as a precondition
for adaptation rather than the process of adaptation itself (Adger, Kelly, & Ninh, 2012; Turner et al., 2003). The emergence of
climate change as a global policy issue resulted in an alternative conceptualization of adaptation as a policy goal that is com-
plementary to mitigation (Orlove, 2005). In the policy realm, adaptation is regarded more commonly as an outcome rather
than a process (Dovers & Hezri, 2010; Dupuis & Biesbroek, 2013). Correspondingly, conceptualization of adaptations as
options or measures focuses on the potential outcomes of policy instruments designed to address features of environmental
change.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) defines adaptation as “adjustment in natural or human systems in
response to actual or expected climatic stimuli or their effects, which moderates harm or exploits beneficial opportunities”
(Mach, Planton, & von Stechow, 2014, p. 117). Implicit in this definition are two criteria for adaptive responses: they must
arise in response to the effects of climate change and they must result in beneficial outcomes, such as reducing adverse effects
of climate change. An individual's behavior is adaptive (Box 1) if it helps the individual better take advantage of
opportunities—or respond to challenges—that result from environmental conditions associated with climate change. These
behaviors will continue to be adaptive until future environmental conditions compel further adjustments. Consequently, char-
acteristics of an adaptive behavior are the legacy of conditions of environmental change. By contrast, the benefits associated
with a behavior may provide indication of the characteristics of adaptive behavior in the future (Sober, 1993). The degree to
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which behavior is adaptive depends in part upon the time scale at which behavior-environment outcomes are considered.
A behavior that is less beneficial in the short term may nevertheless prove adaptive over longer periods of time and vice versa.
For this reason, assessment of the adaptiveness of a behavior depends upon the period of time over which its outcomes are
evaluated. Importantly, individual-level adaptive behaviors need not result in public benefits although they sometimes do
(Tompkins & Eakin, 2012). In this regard, the metric of evaluation of adaptiveness depends upon the level of analysis. Just as
the adaptiveness of community- or system-level responses to environmental change may be evaluated based on outcomes at
those respective levels (D. R. Nelson et al., 2007), individual-level outcomes determine the adaptiveness of individual-level
behaviors.

Of particular relevance to adaptation at the individual-level are the psychological and social processes that influence how
individuals respond to environmental change, which they may experience directly or indirectly. The socio-cognitive Model of
Private Proactive Adaptation to Climate Change (MPPACC) accounts for many of these processes, including risk perception
and risk experience appraisal (Grothmann & Patt, 2005). Applications of MPPACC have demonstrated the importance of
affective, cognitive, and social processes, which better predicted risk mitigation behavior than a socio-economic model
(Grothmann & Patt, 2005). Likewise, factors such as perceived self-efficacy, response efficacy, and risk perception have been
shown to be strong predictors of behavioral response to climate change impacts on agricultural productivity (Niles, Brown, &
Dynes, 2016; Truelove, Carrico, & Thabrew, 2015; Wheeler, Zuo, & Bjornlund, 2013). Studies that similarly document sig-
nificant relationships between psychological and social factors and individual-level response environmental change highlight
the importance of these factors in understanding behavioral adaptation to climate change across a range of hazards contexts
(for recent reviews, see Clayton et al., 2015; Reser & Swim, 2011).

Individuals respond to climate change impacts through a wide range of actions and strategies, and several typologies have
been proposed for classifying these behavioral responses. One approach focuses on the timing of response relative to the onset
of hazard events. Proactive behaviors, which involve preparation and planning, and typically account for potential future con-
ditions, stand in contrast to more reactive behaviors undertaken in response to immediate motivations (Berrang-Ford et al.,
2011; Fankhauser, Smith, & Tol, 1999). The distinction between autonomous and planned adaptation reflects the degree to
which responses to environmental change are intentional. While autonomous behavior involves a spontaneous response, plan-
ning involves strategic and deliberate decision-making (Fankhauser et al., 1999; Smit, Burton, Klein, & Street, 1999). Another
typology focuses on the degree to which responses are transformative rather than incremental (Kates, Travis, & Wilbanks,
2012; Park et al., 2012; Pelling, O'Brien, & Matyas, 2015). A defining feature of transformative responses is their application
of novel and innovative approaches, which may be especially important when the magnitude of environmental change chal-
lenges the appropriateness of conventional risk response measures that would constitute a strategy of incremental adjustments
(Kates et al., 2012). Another dimension along which behaviors vary is the degree to which they spread risk. Confronted with
uncertainty about the most effective response given changing environmental conditions, individuals may hedge their bets
through diversification, for example, of crop varieties (Smit & Skinner, 2002), or may concentrate their investments. Adapta-
tion scholars also characterize behaviors depending on whether, or the degree to which, they involve collective action. Certain
responses to changing environmental conditions require a critical mass of individuals investing in the same action, such as
building a sea wall (Mendelsohn, 2000), while other activities are effective regardless of whether they are jointly undertaken
by others.

Research on individual behavioral adaptation, including applications of the typologies profiled above, as well as analytical
frameworks such as MPPACC, generally focuses on predicting behavioral response to risk in one time step, rather than ana-
lyzing a sequence of responses as part of a dynamic process. This approach relies upon prior knowledge or assumptions about
the adaptiveness of behaviors, rather than measures of the outcomes of behaviors in terms of their suitability to changing

BOX 1

KEY TERMINOLOGY ON BEHAVIORAL ADAPTATION TO CLIMATE CHANGE

Adaptive behavior: A behavior that contributes to beneficial outcomes for individuals exposed to the effects of climate
change.

Behavioral action: A practice, measure, or activity undertaken by an individual in response to climate change impacts.
Behavioral strategy: An individual's approach for responding to climate change. An overall strategy can be decomposed
into tendencies (e.g., more proactive vs. more reactive).

Behavioral adaptation: The process by which certain features of behavioral actions or strategies become more prevalent
among individuals because those features enable better outcomes under changing climatic conditions.
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environmental conditions. An alternative approach involves evaluation of adaptation as a dynamic process, in which individ-
uals modify behaviors based on cues about their effectiveness in light of changing environmental conditions. This perspective
is central to the concept of adaptation pathways (Fazey et al., 2016; Haasnoot, Kwakkel, Walker, & ter Maat, 2013; Wise
et al., 2014; Fischer, 2018), which accounts for the possibility that responses to environmental change may not be adaptive.
Although the pathways approach has primarily been applied at the community level, its focus on feedbacks as a core feature
of adaptation is relevant to analysis of causal linkages between behavior and the outcomes of environmental change.

Applying this temporal perspective to the sets of factors profiled above yields a basic framework of behavioral adaptation
to climate change (Figure 1). In this framework, adaptation is conceptualized as a process by which hazard conditions and
their outcomes shape individual behaviors via mediating effects of psychological (e.g., affective, cognitive) and social pro-
cesses. In turn, behaviors, jointly with climatic change, affects hazard conditions. The cyclical arrangement of these core com-
ponents of the process of behavioral adaptation facilitates iterative evaluation of behavioral change over time (e.g., from one
growing season to the next).

The specific drivers, mediating processes, behaviors, and outcomes most relevant for evaluation of behavioral adaptation
will depend upon the study system. In subsequent sections we identify and discuss the relationships among key factors that
shape behavioral adaptation to climate change in wildfire-prone forests.

3 | WILDFIRE-PRONE FORESTS AS AN IDEAL CASE FOR EXAMINING BEHAVIORAL
ADAPTATION TO CLIMATE CHANGE

This review focuses on individual behavioral adaptation in ecosystems characterized by forests historically maintained by wildfire
(i.e., fire-adapted forests), which are located throughout mid-latitude regions with temperate and Mediterranean climates as well as the
higher-latitude boreal biome (Bowman et al., 2011). These forests comprise an ideal study system for investigating human behavioral
adaptation to climate change for several reasons. First, the dynamics of wildfire events are largely shaped by weather patterns, which
are influenced by long-term climate trends. At regional scales, wildfire intensity depends upon factors such as drought and wind speed
(Macias Fauria, Michaletz, & Johnson, 2011), while more local-level factors include the abundance and distribution of flammable
vegetation, which are influenced in part by precipitation (Abatzoglou & Kolden, 2013; Harris et al., 2016; Moritz et al., 2014; Wes-
terling et al., 2011) and other weather-related variables, such as lightning activity (Preisler, Brillinger, Burgan, & Benoit, 2004; Wes-
terling & Bryant, 2007). Models of wildfire risk under future climate scenarios suggest increasing fire probability in temperate
coniferous forests in the near-term (2010–2039) and in temperate coniferous, broadleaf, and mixed forests in the long-term
(2070–2099) (Moritz et al., 2012; Price et al., 2013; Yue et al., 2015). These trends may amplify risks in forests throughout the United
States, Canada, Australia, and the Mediterranean, where changing fire regimes have resulted in significant loss of life and economic
impacts (Bowman et al., 2011; Chapin et al., 2008; Moritz et al., 2014; Stephens et al., 2014).

Additionally, forest management practices and other forms of human behavior influence the degree to which climatic
changes affect wildfire risk. For example, although some types of pine forests and dry mixed conifer forests throughout the
western United States historically experienced frequent low-intensity wildfires that cleared understory vegetation (Stephens &
Collins, 2004; Veblen, Kitzberger, & Donnegan, 2000), these forests now experience high-intensity “megafires” (Millar &
Stephenson, 2015) fueled by high densities of flammable vegetation that accumulated as a result of wildfire suppression dur-
ing the twentieth century (Fischer, Spies, et al., 2016; North et al., 2015). In addition to large-scale policies, wildfire risk also
depends on forest management practices such as thinning of vegetation, prescribed burning, and planting of fire-adapted trees
(Fischer, 2011; Gan, Jarrett, & Gaither, 2015; Williams, 2013). Because fires increasingly burn across large regions of forested
landscapes, risk may also be influenced by social behaviors, such as joint action among neighbors to conduct fuels treatments
that span property boundaries (Ager, Day, Finney, Vance-Borland, & Vaillant, 2014; Busby, Albers, & Montgomery, 2012;
Fischer & Charnley, 2012).

Biophysical drivers:
Climate change and hazard

conditions

Outcomes:
Adverse or beneficial impacts

Mediating processes:
Psychological and social

factors of behavior

Behavior:
Actions and strategies

FIGURE 1 Components of a framework of behavioral adaptation to climate change in settings where climate and behaviors jointly shape hazard conditions
and hazard events
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In the United States, the wildland–urban interface, where human settlements exist within fire-prone forests, expanded by
over 50% from 1970 to 2000 (Theobald & Romme, 2007). Policies that aim to reduce wildfire risk must not only account for
this population growth, but also accompanying changes in values and goals for land management (Collins, 2005; Stavros
et al., 2014). These demographic trends underscore the importance of improving understanding of the dynamics of behavioral
adaptation in wildfire-prone forests, which is not just of academic interest, but also highly relevant for policy interventions
designed to reduce wildfire risk.

4 | BIOPHYSICAL DRIVERS OF BEHAVIORAL ADAPTATION

While countless specific characteristics of changing wildfire hazard conditions influence behavioral adaptation, our review
highlights four general attributes, which together describe fundamental features of the changing environment to which people
adapt through behavioral adjustments.

4.1 | Pace of changing hazard conditions

Wildfire hazard conditions may change rapidly or gradually. For example, in the western United States, where many wildfire-
prone forests are located, the average annual temperature has risen approximately 1�C since 1970, roughly twice the pace of
the global average (Tebaldi, Adams-Smith, & Heller, 2012). Within this same region of the United States, models indicate
accelerating depletion of mountain snowpack, declining fuel moisture, and lengthening of the fire season under a range of
21st century climate scenarios (Gergel, Nijssen, Abatzoglou, Lettenmaier, & Stumbaugh, 2017). While these conditions will
directly affect wildfire behavior, they will also restrict the periods of time each year when it is possible to reduce flammable
vegetation through practices such as understory burns (Quinn-Davidson & Varner, 2012), which further increases hazard con-
ditions. Although such trends may prompt heightened awareness of the need for action (reflected in calls to increase the “pace
and scale” of fuels treatment, e.g., North, Collins, & Stephens, 2012), people may face greater uncertainty about the most
effective responses to rapid environmental change (Polasky, Carpenter, Folke, & Keeler, 2011). Gradual change, although
more difficult to perceive and more likely to lead to acceptance of a “new normal,” may provide greater opportunities for
learning about the causes and implications of new wildfire risk conditions. In some cases, individuals may not perceive that
they are at heightened risk but are aware of new conditions they might experience at some point in the future. Under these
conditions, anticipatory behavioral adjustments may serve to mitigate future risks or better prepare for opportunities
(Tschakert & Dietrich, 2010).

4.2 | Changing wildfire intensity

Climate change may result in modest effects on environmental conditions or may substantially reconfigure natural systems
with significant consequences. In some cases, even moderate changes can alter system dynamics in ways that result in a shift
from one state to another (Holling, 1973; Walker, Holling, Carpenter, & Kinzig, 2004). In temperate forests, higher tempera-
tures and lengthier droughts provide the conditions for “megafires” (Millar & Stephenson, 2015). In the dry interior western
region of the United States, forested ecosystems now experience high-intensity wildfires, which mark a shift from the histori-
cal high-frequency low-intensity fire regime (Williams, 2013). In these ecosystems, uncontrollable wildfires challenge the effi-
cacy of traditional wildfire suppression approaches, and has sparked interest in alternative strategies, such as reduction of
flammable vegetation at the landscape level through prescribed burns.

4.3 | Changing wildfire frequency

Changing climatic conditions may alter wildfire return intervals. The implications of increasingly frequent disturbance events
depend in part on their intensity as well as the sensitivity of the human populations affected. For example, although frequent
but low-intensity wildfire is a natural ecological process in many temperate forests, suppression of fires has resulted in exten-
sive accumulation of flammable fuels across large forested regions (Fischer, Spies, et al., 2016; North et al., 2015). Seasonal
weather patterns associated with climate change now provide the conditions for large-scale uncontrollable wildfires (Millar &
Stephenson, 2015). As a result, in many temperate forests where human population growth has prompted efforts to suppress
all wildfires, the frequency of low-intensity fires has decreased, but the frequency of high-intensity fires has increased. When
extreme events occur frequently and affect vulnerable populations, individuals may have insufficient time or resources to pre-
pare for subsequent events (Chambers, 1989; Kasperson et al., 1988). However, increasingly frequent disturbance events may
also serve as cues-to-action and thereby provide impetus for innovative behavioral responses to environmental change
(McCaffrey & Kumagai, 2007).
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4.4 | Interactions between wildfire and other disturbance events

Wildfire risk conditions often interact with other disturbance regimes, such as drought, biological invasions, and insect or dis-
ease outbreaks. In many cases, changing wildfire conditions both influence and are influenced by other forms of disturbance.
For example, while drought increases the likelihood of wildfire as well as the susceptibility of trees to insect and disease out-
breaks, these outbreaks also create favorable conditions for wildfire (Metz, Frangioso, Meentemeyer, & Rizzo, 2011). Interac-
tions among ecological processes feature complex dynamics, even before accounting for how climate change may alter these
processes individually and collectively. As a result, uncertainty about wildfire risk conditions is greater when these conditions
are more interdependent with other forms of disturbance (Millar, Stephenson, & Stephens, 2007). In these settings, it may be
more difficult for individuals to assess the efficacy of risk mitigation behavior because they may have less understanding of
their exposure to risk as well as the prospective outcomes of mitigation behaviors (Neale & Weir, 2015).

5 | PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL MEDIATING PROCESSES OF BEHAVIORAL
ADAPTATION

A growing body of research suggests that individuals do not modify risk mitigation behavior in direct response to changing
hazard conditions. Rather, psychological and social processes have been shown to mediate the link between behavior and
changing environmental conditions (Brenkert-Smith, Champ, & Flores, 2012; Fischer & Charnley, 2012; Grothmann & Patt,
2005; McFarlane, McGee, & Faulkner, 2011; McLennan, Paton, & Beatson, 2015). We highlight here a range of psychologi-
cal and social factors that have appeared consistently in research on wildfire risk mitigation behavior in settings characterized
by changing hazard conditions.

5.1 | Perceived risk

Individuals generally have difficulty accurately appraising risk (Slovic, 1987; Slovic, Fischhoff, & Lichtenstein, 1982), and
may especially prone to misjudge risk from hazards that bear out over large spatial and temporal scales (Kondolf & Podolak,
2014), which is a defining feature of wildfire hazards in many forested systems (Fischer, Spies, et al., 2016). Research has
documented distinctions in how experts (e.g., fire management professionals) and non-experts (e.g., residents) assess wildfire

risk (Zaksek & �Arvai, 2004). However, there is evidence that individuals in more hazardous landscapes are more concerned
about wildfire, indicating that local biophysical conditions that determine “objective” risk levels can shape risk perception
(Fischer et al., 2014). Whether informed by environmental cues, social interaction (Dickinson, Brenkert-Smith, Champ, & Flo-
res, 2015), or other drivers, level of perceived risk has repeatedly been shown to increase the likelihood that individuals under-
take risk mitigation (Brenkert-Smith et al., 2012; W. E. Martin et al., 2009; McFarlane et al., 2011).

5.2 | Perceived response efficacy

Another reliable predictor of behavioral response to wildfire risk is an individual's expectation that the behavior is effective in
reducing wildfire hazards or the scope of damages resulting from a wildfire. McFarlane et al. (2011) showed that homeowners
in fire-prone communities in Alberta, Canada, were more likely to undertake risk mitigation activities if they assessed threats
from wildfire to be sufficiently high, but also found that threat assessment was subject to perceived net benefits of risk mitiga-
tion such that residents discounted risk if they perceived the overall effectiveness of activities to be low. Perceived response
efficacy has similarly been shown to increase the likelihood that individuals reduce vegetative fuels near homes (Dickinson
et al., 2015) as well as create defensible space around homes through other practices (Brenkert-Smith, Champ, & Flores,
2006; I. M. Martin, Bender, & Raish, 2007).

5.3 | Perceived self-efficacy

Ample research demonstrates that individuals are more likely to take action to reduce wildfire risk when they perceive them-
selves capable of doing so. Although perceived self-efficacy is related to the concept of adaptive capacity in vulnerability
research, which encompasses knowledge and other assets that may facilitate adaptation, a key distinction is that perceived
self-efficacy depends not only on an objective measure of ability to undertake action, but individuals' confidence in their abil-
ity. Individuals who perceive themselves to be capable of implementing risk mitigation measures are more likely to do so
(I. M. Martin et al., 2007; W. E. Martin et al., 2009). Self-efficacy may encompass multiple measures of capacity, each of
which alone may be necessary but insufficient for undertaking behavioral change. For example, McFarlane et al. (2011) found
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that homeowners in Alberta, Canada, who believed they had the skills necessary for implementing risk mitigation activities
were nevertheless reluctant to do so if they also believed they lacked sufficient financial resources.

5.4 | Personal responsibility

Because wildfires can spread across property boundaries, and often overwhelm the capacity of individual property owners,
public agencies contribute to prevention and incident response efforts. Often certain wildfire risk mitigation responsibilities
are formally designated. For example, some U.S. state forestry departments are obligated to attempt to suppress wildfires on
privately owned lands (Bradshaw, 2010). Individual property owners vary in the degree to which they rely on others for risk
mitigation, and research indicates that their attitude about personal responsibility is a key factor in their behavioral response to
wildfire risk. Prior observation of successful suppression efforts may lead residents to entrust their protection to firefighters
(Cohn, Williams, & Carroll, 2008) and generally underestimate wildfire risk based on a false sense of security (McFarlane
et al., 2011). However, when individuals perceive themselves to be responsible, they regard wildfire threats as more signifi-
cant (McFarlane et al., 2011) and are more likely to undertake risk mitigation measures (W. E. Martin et al., 2009; McGee &
Russell, 2003).

5.5 | Negative affect

Wildfires can be dramatic events and can prompt strong affective responses. Individuals have been shown to prioritize infor-
mation linked to emotion when making decisions (Finucane, Alhakami, Slovic, & Johnson, 2000; Slovic, Finucane, Peters, &
MacGregor, 2007), a tendency known as the affect heuristic. In forested landscapes, the affect heuristic can influence risk per-
ception and mitigation behavior among individuals who have experienced a wildfire, a close call, or media coverage of tragic
wildfires. Residents who had been forced to evacuate from wildfires perceived the probability and negative consequences of
wildfire to be greater (P. A. Champ & Brenkert-Smith, 2016). Similarly, concern about wildfire was shown to be greater

among forest owners who had experienced a wildfire (Fischer, 2011). �Arvai, Gregory, Ohlson, Blackwell, and Gray (2006)
found that the relationship between affective response and behavior depended upon whether individuals were indirectly or
directly exposed to wildfire. Their study indicated that indirect exposure (e.g., living near a community that experienced a
wildfire) could prompt a “postexposure wake-up call” and motivate behavioral responses intended to reduce future risk, while
direct exposure dampened risk perception and intention to conduct mitigation behavior, due to “postexposure letdown.”

5.6 | Social interaction

Peer effects also influence wildfire risk mitigation behavior. Individuals preferentially interact with other individuals with sim-
ilar beliefs, values or experiences (McPherson, Smith-Lovin, & Cook, 2001). This process of social selection may amplify the
effects of social influence, the tendency for individuals to adopt characteristics of individuals with whom they interact, includ-
ing behavior (Fowler & Christakis, 2010). These mechanisms may explain the relationship between adoption of wildfire risk
mitigation practices and patterns of informal interaction with friends, neighbors, and family members (Dickinson et al., 2015;
Fischer & Charnley, 2012; McCaffrey, 2004). For example, homeowners may be reluctant to mitigate risk through fuels
reduction if such activities are at odds with community norms about landscaping (Monroe & Nelson, 2004). Alternatively,
social norms may incentivize risk mitigation behavior, for example, carrying out small-scale projects with neighbors to reduce
shared risk (Brenkert-Smith, 2010). Research has also shown that individuals who interact with others about fire are more
likely to reduce vegetative fuels (Dickinson et al., 2015; Fischer et al., 2014).

6 | BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES TO WILDFIRE RISK

The preceding sections have referenced several examples of the wide range of wildfire risk mitigation behaviors, which can
be categorized several different ways. One approach distinguishes between the types of specific actions undertaken
(e.g., installation of fire-proof roofing). An alternative approach focuses on individuals' more general behavioral strategies
(e.g., how proactively individuals respond to hazard conditions).

6.1 | Behavioral adaptation actions

Risk mitigation measures undertaken by individuals in wildfire-prone regions typically involve either the modification of
structures such as homes or the reduction of flammable vegetation, both near homes and other valuable structures as well as
throughout forested areas of private properties.
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Structural mitigation actions include installation of fire-proof roofs and siding, adding screening over roof vents, cleaning
roofs of fallen branches, and improving accessibility from main roads (Brenkert-Smith, Meldrum, & Champ, 2015; P. A.
Champ, Donovan, & Barth, 2013; Collins, 2008; I. M. Martin et al., 2007; W. E. Martin et al., 2009; McFarlane et al., 2011).
These actions primarily function to reduce the likelihood that a house or other structure catches fire from embers or
radiant heat.

Individuals also seek to limit wildfire risk by reducing flammable vegetation near homes. Specific actions include cutting
trees or pruning branches within several meters of structures, using “fire-safe” plants in landscaping, raking up and removing
dry leaf litter such as pine needles from yards, and regularly mowing long grasses around structures (Brenkert-Smith et al.,
2015; P. A. Champ et al., 2013; Collins, 2008; Dickinson et al., 2015; W. E. Martin et al., 2009). These actions serve to
decrease the likelihood that fire burns at high intensity in close proximity to structures.

Personal safety and structures are not the only values at stake in wildfire-prone areas. Individuals who manage forests for
timber or who wish to protect aesthetic, cultural, or other qualities of forested land undertake forest management practices in
response to wildfire risk. For example, individuals reduce hazardous fuels at the stand- or property-level through precommer-
cial thinning, mastication of small-diameter woody material, pile burning, and understory burning (Calkin, Cohen, Finney, &
Thompson, 2014; Rummer, 2008), sometimes in cooperation with neighbors (Fischer & Charnley, 2012). Forest owners may
also alter tree harvest schedules or replant woodlots with fire-adapted trees (Fischer, 2011; Peter & Nelson, 2005).

6.2 | Behavioral adaptation strategies

Although much research on individual-level responses to wildfire risk focuses on behavioral actions, this level of specificity
presents a challenge for understanding behavioral adaptation because a large number of actions may define an individual's
behavioral response to changing wildfire hazard conditions. Additionally, the manner in which these actions are carried out
may vary widely within a population of individuals. For example, the prospective efficacy of fuels reduction depends upon a
range of factors unique to each individual and local environmental setting. An alternative approach is to focus on more general
behavioral strategies, which reveal how individuals negotiate trade-offs that typically relate to the prospective efficacy and
cost of different approaches for mitigating risk. New environmental conditions can alter the appropriateness of an individual's
approach for responding to risk, prompting the individual to adjust her strategy or risk adverse impacts. These adjustments
constitute behavioral adaptation when they result in beneficial outcomes for the individuals undertaking them. Below, we
describe four dimensions that can help to characterize the strategies by which individuals respond to changing wildfire hazard
conditions. While these tendencies by no means encompass all aspects of behavior, they nevertheless provide a foundation for
study of behavioral adaptation to climate change in wildfire-prone forests.

6.2.1 | Proactive—Reactive

Some people prepare extensively for potential exposure to wildfire, while others wait to experience a fire event before
responding (Brenkert-Smith et al., 2006). The timing at which individuals undertake risk mitigation involves a trade-off
between level of investment and potential efficacy, subject to uncertainty. Proactive strategies, which emphasize preventative
measures such as fuels reduction over fire exclusion and suppression (J. G. Champ, Brooks, & Williams, 2012), may entail
greater upfront investment in time and resources, and their overall effectiveness may hinge on long-term commitments to col-
laborative planning (Cheng & Mattor, 2010). Individuals who behave less proactively have more opportunities to iteratively
reappraise the risks they face as well as the likely outcomes of various tactics for addressing those risks before committing to
a mitigation action. On the other hand, reactive strategies such as suppression allow build-up of fuels over time, effectively
transferring the expense of costlier fire suppression efforts to the future (Borchers, 2005).

6.2.2 | Innovative—Conventional

Changing wildfire risk conditions highlight the prospective value of new approaches for protection of structural assets and for
forest management, despite uncertainty of their efficacy and their greater up-front costs relative to more conventional
approaches. Drawing upon diffusion of innovation theory (Rogers, 2003), McCaffrey and Kumagai (2007) describe novel
wildfire risk mitigation practices as preventive innovations, which may be less appealing than conventional practices due to
the low probability that a prospective adopter actually experiences a fire. Additionally, individuals in some fire-prone regions
may be particularly reluctant to adjust wildfire risk mitigation practices that are based on ecological knowledge accumulated
over long periods of time, including multiple generations (Paveglio, Carroll, Hall, & Brenkert-Smith, 2015). Even if individ-
uals perceive new risk mitigation practices to be more effective, innovation typically features greater up-front costs compared
with maintaining familiar practices. For example, landowners may be aware that prescribed burning is an increasingly appro-
priate land management practice for reducing risk of losses from catastrophic wildfire (Calkin et al., 2014; Martinson & Omi,
2013). However, to begin conducting prescribed burns, landowners might need to acquire technical skills, learn to navigate
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regulatory processes, and overcome other obstacles (Spencer, Schultz, & Hoffman, 2015). The degree to which individuals
approach wildfire risk mitigation through a more innovative or conventional behavioral strategy depends on how they navigate
a trade-off defined by the challenges (e.g., expense, learning curve) of undertaking activities that may be more effective under
changing wildfire risk conditions.

6.2.3 | Diversity—Specialization

Individuals may respond to changing wildfire hazard conditions by investing heavily in a limited set of practices or may seek
to hedge their bets on a more diverse set of behaviors. A behavioral strategy that emphasizes diversity will likely include at
least one successful risk mitigation practice. The degree to which a behavioral strategy should emphasize diversity depends in
part on the level of uncertainty under which decisions are made. In the context of wildfire risk mitigation through forest man-
agement, because individuals are constrained by limited information about how decisions may play out over long time hori-
zons, it may be unclear which specific behaviors will yield desirable outcomes (Hildebrandt & Knoke, 2011). Uncertainty
may relate to high variability of environmental conditions (Peterson et al., 1997), such as the likelihood that a particular indi-
vidual will experience a wildfire in a given year. Uncertainty may also stem from limited understanding of the relationships
among causal factors, or even the existence of key factors (Peterson et al., 1997), which limits an individual's capacity to
assess the probability of experiencing a wildfire. Under these conditions, an individual whose behavioral strategy emphasizes
specialization rather than diversity may experience poor outcomes if the limited set of practices implemented excludes the
most effective practices, due to high uncertainty. When uncertainty is low, the optimal level of behavioral diversity likewise
decreases, because individuals may specialize in only those behaviors known to be effective, thereby avoiding unnecessary
expenses associated with ineffective behaviors. For this reason, an ideal degree of diversification of risk mitigation measures
depends on an individual's level of confidence in the efficacy of each measure as well as the individual's overall risk tolerance.

6.2.4 | Collective—Individual

In wildfire-prone forests, individuals vary in the degree to which they implement risk mitigation practices in coordination with
neighbors or other landowners nearby (Brenkert-Smith et al., 2006). Increasingly intense and uncontrollable wildfires high-
light the utility of multiproperty risk-mitigation efforts, which might feature coordinated action to reduce fuel loads across
neighboring land parcels (Busby et al., 2012). Similarly, the scale of wildfire risk conditions may require collective action at
the landscape level to reconcile diverse land use preferences among heterogeneous groups of land managers (Fischer, Vance-
Borland, Jasny, Grimm, & Charnley, 2016). Some actions are inherently more collective than others (e.g., working with neigh-
bors construct a fuel break versus reducing flammable vegetation surrounding a property). However, most actions can be
implemented in different ways depending on how collectively an individual approaches wildfire risk mitigation. For example,
an individual with a more individualistic behavioral strategy may contribute less to a community-level fuel clean-up program.
Through collective action, individuals may benefit from greater access to information about the causes, implications, and via-
ble responses to complex or rapidly changing environmental conditions. However, behaving more collectively exposes indi-
viduals to other costs associated with collaboration, and individuals may additionally lack assurance that their contributions to
collective risk mitigation efforts will be matched by others (Canadas, Novais, & Marques, 2016). Individuals must thus opti-
mize the degree to which they invest in collective actions, which may be more effective in reducing wildfire risk, but also fea-
ture higher costs.

7 | OUTCOMES

The IPCC emphasizes that adaptation “moderates harm or exploits beneficial opportunities” (Mach et al., 2014, p. 117). The
most adaptive behavioral responses are those that most effectively avoid or minimize adverse effects of wildfire because they
are most suitable to changing wildfire hazard conditions. Assessment of the efficacy of behaviors can be complicated because
the goals of risk mitigation may vary considerably from one individual to the next. For example, one homeowner may be pri-
marily motivated to reduce wildfire risk out of concern for home protection, while another may care most about timber assets.
Research on social diversity within wildfire-prone landscapes highlights a variety of values threatened by changing hazard
conditions (K. C. Nelson et al., 2005; Paveglio, Carroll, Stasiewicz, Williams, & Becker, in press). One way to distinguish
between these various goals of risk mitigation behavior is to evaluate outcomes in terms of effects on capital assets, which
may relate to human, financial, natural, or cultural capital.
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7.1 | Human capital

Although human capital encompasses a range of assets, including skills and knowledge, in the context of wildfire hazards,
key indicators relate to health and safety. Correspondingly, many risk mitigation behaviors primarily serve to address health
and safety concerns. For example, residents may improve road access to help themselves evacuate safely on short notice. Like-
wise, a resident's degree of concern for personal safety shapes decisions about when (or whether) to evacuate (McCaffrey,
Wilson, & Konar, 2017). The tragic outcomes of the 2009 “Black Saturday” fires in Victoria, Australia, in which 173 people
lost their lives, many while defending their homes, prompted a reevaluation of the appropriateness of the “Stay and Defend or
Leave Early” strategy (Paveglio et al., 2010). By contrast, a study of five communities in Victoria, Australia, that experienced
high-intensity wildfires in 2003, resulting in destruction of 43 homes but no fatalities, revealed extensive support for “Stay
and Defend or Leave Early” (Tibbits & Whittaker, 2007).

7.2 | Financial capital

Individuals undertake a range of wildfire risk mitigation measures to protect homes and other financial assets. For these behav-
iors to be effective, they must be undertaken at scales commensurate with hazard conditions. For example, a study of home-
owners living in a community in Colorado, USA, in which 169 homes would later be destroyed by a wildfire, found that
nearly all respondents (96%) had implemented some form of structural or vegetative risk mitigation action designed to protect
homes (Brenkert-Smith & Champ, 2011). The magnitude of property loss despite near universal adoption of mitigation mea-
sures indicated that homeowners' levels of investment protective action may have proved insufficient in light of the scale of
hazard conditions they faced.

7.3 | Natural capital

For private forest owners, wildfire can threaten timber and other forms of natural capital. Fuel breaks, especially along
property boundaries, serve to reduce the likelihood of wildfire spreading to valuable timber stands, while fuel reduction
practices (e.g., precommercial thinning, understory burning) can decrease tree mortality should a wildfire enter a woodlot
(Konoshima, Albers, Montgomery, & Arthur, 2010; Konoshima, Montgomery, Albers, & Arthur, 2008). Fischer
et al. (2014) found that forest owners who had previously experienced wildfire within on their parcels were more concerned
about wildfire risk, and were more likely to conduct fuels reduction if they managed land for timber production and were
concerned about wildfire risk, indicating a potential linkage between prior losses and behavior intended to reduce risk to
natural capital assets.

7.4 | Cultural capital

Many people living in wildfire-prone forests have strong place-based attachment to their surroundings. Research
indicates that people knowingly move to areas at risk of fire because they place high value in the aesthetic quali-
ties of these landscapes or for the lifestyle that is possible in these places (Brenkert-Smith et al., 2013). Throughout
much of the western United States, retirees, amenity seekers, and second-home buyers have migrated to communi-
ties formerly dependent on natural resources (Abrams, Gosnell, Gill, & Klepeis, 2012). This demographic change
has led to a shift in the types of values at risk from wildfire and public preferences for wildfire risk mitigation.
Studies conducted in wildfire-prone communities and regions that had recently experienced wildfires have found that
risk mitigation behaviors were shaped by motivation to protect scenic qualities of the landscape, recreational oppor-
tunities, a sense of privacy, and other place-based values (Gordon, Gruver, Flint, & Luloff, 2013; McCaffrey
et al., 2011).

The range of values at risk from wildfire adds complexity to the task of evaluating behavioral adaptation because a risk
mitigation action or strategy that most effectively moderates adverse impacts to one value may function less effectively to pro-
tect other values. Recent research has documented extensive diversity at the community level in the values residents regard to
be at risk from wildfire (Carroll & Paveglio, 2016). Likewise, within communities undergoing demographic transitions, values
at risk may differ significantly from one neighbor to the next. Consequently, the degree to which a behavior is adaptive is
highly context-dependent. Adaptiveness depends not only on the degree to which a behavior “fits” changing hazard condi-
tions, but also the values of individuals.
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8 | REFLECTIONS ON CURRENT UNDERSTANDING OF BEHAVIORAL ADAPTATION
TO CLIMATE CHANGE IN WILDFIRE-PRONE FORESTS

We have summarized findings from diverse fields of research on the relationships that span climate change, wildfire hazard
conditions, psychological and social drivers of risk mitigation behavior, and the outcomes of behavior. Building upon the sim-
plified depiction of the core components of behavioral adaptation to climate change (Figure 1), we synthesize these relation-
ships in a dynamic and coupled framework for analysis of behavioral adaptation to climate change in wildfire-prone forests
(Figure 2). As depicted in the framework, hazard conditions are jointly shaped by climate change and forest management
behaviors. Hazard conditions in turn affect the likelihood of wildfire and associated impacts on an individual's assets. A range
of affective, cognitive, and social processes mediate the relationship between observation/experience of wildfire and behav-
ioral response to wildfire risk. Specific risk mitigation actions (which may in turn affect hazard conditions) depend on an indi-
vidual's overall strategy for risk mitigation.

A key feature of this framework is the two-way linkage between behavior and outcomes via hazard conditions and psycho-
social mediating processes. This form of feedback is absent in dominant frameworks on risk mitigation such as the MPPACC
(Grothmann & Patt, 2005). Although one could argue that iterative evaluation of the appropriateness of behavioral response
should feature prominently in any model of behavioral adaptation, accounting for feedbacks is crucial in wildfire-prone sys-
tems where hazard conditions are so strongly shaped by individual-level responses to risk (e.g., fire exclusion can hasten the
accumulation of fuels, while understory burning can reduce flammable vegetation). Although research has documented dis-
connects between individuals' levels of preparedness and the scope of surrounding hazard conditions (Brenkert-Smith &
Champ, 2011; Paveglio, Edgeley, & Stasiewicz, 2018), most studies that have included biophysical variables as explanatory
factors of risk mitigation behavior have found a positive relationship between “objective” risk and response (Fischer et al.,
2014; Olsen et al., 2017). Similarly, although few studies measure how individuals update behavior in terms of incurred or
averted losses, numerous studies have documented a significant relationship between wildfire experience and response, indi-
cating that individuals may reflect on outcomes of prior behavior when evaluating prospective future behavior.

While much is known about relationships among subsets of factors depicted in the framework, very few studies “close the
loop” by evaluating behavioral change as an iterative process. The dominant approach in research on individual-level response
to wildfire risk focuses on factors that shape behavior at one time. An exception is a laboratory experiment by Little, Prante,
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Jones, McKee, and Berrens (2017) that examined how individuals update decisions about investments in fuels reduction and
insurance based on losses from “fires” at earlier rounds in the experiment as well as access to information about risk mitigation
expenditures on “neighboring parcels.” This approach is valuable not only for understanding the dynamics of behavioral adap-
tation, but also for evaluating the degree to which behaviors are truly adaptive in the sense that they provide better outcomes.
For example, in the study conducted by Little et al., participants' motivation to maximize their financial assets over the course
of the experiment, which corresponded to real earnings following the experiment, functioned to select for behaviors that best
fit hazard conditions, subject to contextual treatments such as information availability. Improving theoretical understanding of
behavioral adaptation and developing policy tools to encourage more adaptive behaviors will require more research, especially
in nonlaboratory settings, that accounts for behavioral change over time.

Our review also reveals very little attention to variation in wildfire risk mitigation behaviors. Commonly, studies examine
whether individuals undertake one or more behaviors, rather than how these behaviors are carried out. This approach is prob-
lematic because individuals may implement a given behavior in different ways. For example, the practice of fuels reduction
encompasses numerous activities (e.g., thinning, pile burning, mastication of woody material), and each activity can addition-
ally be implemented in different ways. As a result, a generic risk mitigation behavior may be highly adaptive in one context
but not in others.

Similarly, there is limited research on how variation in wildfire hazard conditions shape behavior. Among studies that did
include biophysical variables in models of behavior, most collapsed these variables into a single measure of wildfire hazard
(P. A. Champ et al., 2013; Fischer et al., 2014). One exception was a recent study by Olsen et al. (2017) that included separate
variables related to the likelihood of wildfire (burn probability) and potential wildfire intensity (conditional flame length).
Evaluation of variation in behavior as a function of variation in wildfire hazards is crucial for evaluation of the adaptiveness
of behaviors (e.g., a behavior may be appropriate in locations that experience frequent but low-intensity wildfires, while less
appropriate if wildfires are infrequent but high-intensity) and remains an important research gap.

9 | CONCLUSION: AN AGENDA FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Addressing gaps in our current understanding of behavioral adaptation to climate change in wildfire-prone forests will require
more research on how individuals adjust their behavior over time, as well as more rigorous measurement of variation in behav-
ior and hazard conditions.

Longitudinal research, experiments, and computational modeling may be particularly appropriate for advancing under-
standing of how behaviors change over time in response to changing hazard conditions, subject to psychological and social
processes. In particular, methods for evaluating outcomes of behavior will need to account for changes in capital assets over
time. For example, researchers may hypothesize that more collective behavioral strategies may become more prevalent among
forest owners managing for timber production under conditions of increased wildfire intensity, because these conditions
increase the net benefits (avoided losses minus implementation costs) of cooperative wildfire risk mitigation over larger spatial
scales relative to more individualist actions. Testing this expectation might require annual information about wildfire impacts,
the relative investment in risk mitigation activities implemented in collaboration with others versus alone, and timber produc-
tion. Within the same study system, separate hypotheses may explore how the relationship between avoided losses and collec-
tive behavior may be conditional on the familiarity with neighbors (i.e., a measure of social interaction), or how faith that
neighbors will follow through on agreements to undertake risk mitigation shapes expectations of the value of joint action
(i.e., a measure of perceived response efficacy). Accounting for how feedbacks shape behavioral change over time may add
challenges to empirical data collection, but can yield important insights about the dynamics of behavioral adaptation as well
as its implications. For example, under certain conditions of environmental change, behavioral strategies may stabilize
(e.g., individuals maintain a certain proportion of conservative versus experimental actions, though the actions themselves
may change). Alternatively, environmental change may produce dynamic equilibria in which the balance between behavioral
strategies oscillates (e.g., behavior is mostly collective one year when the spatial scale of hazardous fuel conditions increases
the value of cooperation across ownership boundaries, then individualistic the next year), or no equilibrium at all.

In the future, research would benefit from greater attention to variation in behaviors, which may require knowledge about
how a given action is implemented differently within a population prior to data collection. An alternative approach would
involve focusing on behavioral strategies (e.g., more or less proactive), which may be conceptualized as continuous variables.
Compared to specific behavioral actions, the general nature of strategies may better facilitate development of theories of
behavioral adaptation. Because strategies inherently reflect trade-offs involving cost-effectiveness and uncertainty, they are
related to cognitive appraisal of changing hazard conditions. Similarly, variation in hazard conditions merits greater attention
in research on risk mitigation behavior. Specifically, future research should move beyond using a generic measure of hazard
based on one or more biophysical variables (or highlighting hazard conditions as a backdrop when describing the study
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system), and test hypotheses about how characteristics of environmental change (e.g., reduction in fire return intervals, or
increases in the intensity of wildfire) affect behavior. This approach will help advance understanding of which behaviors are
truly adaptive under different conditions of environmental change. Of particular relevance to policy-makers are situations in
which changing hazard conditions preclude behavioral adaptation. These cases may feature lags in feedback loops involving
behavior, changing hazard conditions, and changes in capital assets, which distort an individual's ability to understand the pro-
spective outcomes of behavior. In other situations, in which cognitive biases drive behavioral responses to environmental
change to local optima, policy interventions could help individuals adopt more adaptive behaviors at different points in the
feedback cycle (e.g., providing actionable information about environmental change to incentivize proactive behavior, or off-
setting the costs of attending community meetings to incentivize collective behavior). A better understanding of the process of
behavioral adaptation can assist policy-makers in identifying conditions under which behaviors are adaptive from the perspec-
tive of the individuals implementing them, but are nevertheless maladaptive in terms of outcomes at the community or
regional level. For example, if individuals who purchase comprehensive home insurance are less inclined to maintain defensi-
ble space around their homes, they may put neighboring homes at risk from structure-to-structure ignition.

More generally, advancing understanding of behavioral adaptation to climate change in wildfire-prone systems will require
more meaningful collaboration research spanning the social and natural sciences (e.g., Fischer et al., 2014; Olsen et al., 2017).
For example, developing greater theoretical understanding of how individuals update behaviors in light of changing hazard
conditions will require more extensive engagement by social scientists with natural and physical scientists, including ecolo-
gists and climate scientists. Likewise, efforts to model change in forest ecosystems over timescales commensurate with climate
change—largely the domain of natural scientists—will benefit from collaboration with social scientists, given the scope of
human influence over hazard conditions in fire-prone landscapes.
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